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Little Flower Degree & PG College, Uppal is a Catholic Minority Institution

established by the Montfort Brothers of St. Gabriel. It was started in 2008 as a

part of Little Flower Junior College, Hyderabad. At present the College buildings

comprise two imposing Four storied-blocks. Spacious grounds and plenty of

greenery all around, give the College an impressive look and create a congenial

atmosphere for academic pursuits. The large and numerous classrooms have

given rise to a substantial increase in students strength.

We are proud to stand tall and be known as one of the best colleges in the city.

It is our endeavor, to move forward with the willing and active 

co-operation of everyone who is a partner in the blossoming and grooming of

 "LITTLE FLOWERS".



Editor’s Note 
InsightOctober 2023

Dear Readers,

As we turn the pages of the October Edition of 'IN'SIGHT, October
Odyssey, we want to share a bittersweet moment with you all. This
edition marks the culmination of an era as it represents the last
issue crafted by our dedicated old core team.

Their unwavering commitment and tireless efforts have been the
cornerstone of this magazine's success over the months. We wish
to convey our sincere gratitude for their commitment to their craft
whilst via their lens, they have caught the spirit of our college life
and added brilliant hues to our magazine. 

The content of this month's publication reflects the wide range of
interests and skills present in our campus community. We made an
effort to bring you a variety of viewpoints and tales that fit with
the spirit of October, from thought-provoking articles to
fascinating short stories.

We want to express our sincere gratitude to our devoted audience.
Our motivation has come from you, our readers, and your passion.
Your participation has only inspired us to work harder for
'IN'SIGHT.

Change is inevitable and brings with it the possibility of fresh
starts. While we say goodbye to the old core team, we
enthusiastically look forward to the new team's innovative ideas
and fresh perspectives. The legacy of 'IN'SIGHT will continue, albeit
with a new set of hands at the helm. However, the spirit of this
magazine remains unchanged – to inform, inspire, and ignite the
imagination of Little Flower Degree & PG College. 

Thank you for being a part of our ever-evolving story.

Warm regards,
Team 'IN'SIGHT.
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2 September  - Fresher's Day 

5 September  - Teacher's Day (Inter Collegiate cultural & sports competitions)

6 September  - Eloquent Expressions by the Department of English 

8 -14 September - Mid Exams 

10 September - Suicide Prevention Day 

11 September - World First Aid Day 

14 September - Hindi diwas

14 -15 September - 1st Internal Assessment

18 September - Vinayaka Chavithi 

21 September - World Alzheimer's Day 

26 September - World Environmental Health Day 

28 September - Eid milad un Nabi

4. Fresher's Party 
 

October 2023

Stills from last month
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Telugu Bhabha
Dinotsavam 

1.

5.Eloquent Expressions 

 2.Teachers’ Day Celebrations 3. Intra College Teachers’ Day
Celebration 

Last Month’s Recap 

6. Nutrition Day 7. Statistics Seminar

9. Languages MOU8. Hindi Divas 10. Insurgency in North-East -
Conflict & Co-option



మ� గణప�ం మన� స���
మ� గణప�ం మన� స���
వ�ష�  �మ ���వం�త మ� గణప�ం……

మ� �వసుతం గురుగుహ నుతం
�ర �� ప��శం �ంతం
మ� �వ� �ట����యం
మ� �వ� �ట����యం మూ�క �హన �దక ��యం

Muthuswami Dikshitar was born in Tiruvarur town of Thanjavur district,
TamilNadu on  March 24, 1775. He was born to a Tamil Iyer Brahmin couple,
Ramaswami Dikshitar and Subbamma.He was a poet, singer and a veena player.
He is one of the Trinity of Carnatic Music the other two were Tyagaraja and
Syama shastri.He is also known as Guruguha which is also his mudra. His Guru
was Chitambaranataha Swami. He was also influenced by Hindustani music and
composed many composition like Rangapura Vihara in Brindavanisarang,
Parimala Ranaganatham in Hamir Kalyani. He has knowledge in Western music
and he substituted the english words with sanskrit words and praised the hindu
Gods and Goddesses.He composed 500 different types of kritis in Carnatic
Music. Some of the popular kritis are Shodasa Ganapati Krithis, Guruguha
Vibhakti krithis, Kamalamba Navavarna Kritis, Navagraha Krithis, Nilotpalamba
vibhakti Krithis, Panchalinga Kshetra kritis, Rama vibhakti Krithis, Abhayamba
vibhakti Krithis. He died on 21 October 1835 at Ettayapuram. He carved his place
in the hearts of classical music lovers. In his memory, a samadhi was placed at
Ettayapuram.  
��� గణప�ం భ�హం
�ర�శ�ం వరప�దం �� |
భూ�� సం��త చరణం
భూత ��క ప�పంచ భరణం |
�త��ణం �నుత ��నం
�శ��రణం �ఘ��రణం |
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   Muthuswami Dikshitar

Mr. Vijay Bhasker
Dept. of Computer Science



Originally, when Anders Celsius designed the temperature
scale that bears his name, he chose 0 as the boiling point

and 100 as the freezing point. It was not changed until after
his death in 1744, when the noted French physicist 
Jean-Pierre Christian proposed reversing the scale. 

The result was the more intuitive modern version of the
Celsius scale, where 0 is the freezing point of water.

Falling in the month of October is Bathukamma, a colourful floral festival of
Telangana, celebrated by its womenfolk. This festival is an identity of Telangana
culture. Bathukamma celebrates the inherent relationship between humans, earth 
and water. During the week-long festivities, women make "Boddemma", a deity of
mother Durga made with earthy mud, along with Bathukamma, decorate it with
various flowers and immerse it in water bodies. Gunuka, Tangedu, and other
wildflowers are the most abundant. These flowers have an excellent quality of
purifying and revitalizing water. In times when fresh water reserves are dwindling, 
it is indeed a matter of pride for Telangana that its womenfolk inherently know how to
rejuvenate water bodies in its celebration of flowers.Bathukamma heralds the beauty
of nature, the indomitable spirit of women and the collective harmony of Telangana
people in festively preserving natural resources.
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FACT OF THE MONTH

Emanuella Shreyitha 
 3 BBA B
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BATHUKAMMA- Pride and Science



Looky here!!!! We’ve reached October!!!!! Which means only one thing!!!! It’s a
spooky month people!!!! It’s Halloween time!!!! Halloween is celebrated in

many countries on the date of 31st October every year. It is also known as All
Hallow’s Eve or All Saints Eve. It is a day used to remember the dead. Maybe

it be martyrs, saints and all the faithfully departed. It is commonly observed by
Western Christians but is also loved by people of other faiths all around the

world. People all around the world wait for Halloween so that they can
decorate their houses spookily (I mean how fun is that??!!). People carve

pumpkins and make jack-o’-lanterns to place them outside their houses as part
of the decorations. Usually, kids go trick or tea to collect chocolates and

different sorts of treats from their neighborhood, but it’s not just limited to
one age group. Anyone can go trick or treating. But the most fun part of

Halloween is definitely the costumes!!!!!! People choose to dress up as their
favourite characters and attend costume parties. Long story short, Halloween
is a fun holiday and is something which should be celebrated in India as well.

Gayatri Ramanan 
 3 BBA B

             Create a "Smile" Playlist
Curate a playlist of your favorite happy and

upbeat songs to listen to throughout the
day. 

A HAUNTING WE WILL GO!!
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HABIT LOOP



అమ�......
ఆ��యతకు �రు�రు... ఇల� �కు �� �రు...

ఈ ��తం...
ఉగు� �ల� �ం�న� ��..
ఊయల� ��న� ��...

ఎ�� జన����� �ర��ను � ఋణం... ఏ బం��� అంద�� మన అనుబంధం..
ఐశ�ర�ం � ���� ంతం.... ఒక� �ట� �ప��న�.....

ఓన�ల� �య���....
ఔ� ఎంత �గ�ం.... అందు� అ��� �� అమ�....

ఆః � జన�� ఇ� �లమ�....

Vijaydasami (Dussehra)
It’s always nice to have holidays, the more the better. The Dussehra holiday is the one
we are looking forward to right now as students. Holidays to celebrate the victory of

good over evil. That is what we have been hearing since our childhood. But did we ever
find out why we call it that? History says that Dussehra, also known as Vijayadashami, is
celebrated by people from India and Nepal; it is celebrated to remember the victory of
goddess Durga against Demon Mahishasura and also marks the success of lord Rama

against King Ravana, significantly the triumph of good over evil. Firstly, Goddess Durga
is said to have fought against the demon Mahishasura for nine nights before killing him
on the tenth night(Dashami), which led to the festival being named Vijayadasami(Victory
on the tenth day). Second, it is said that after King Ravana kidnapped Sita and took her

to Lanka, lord Rama went to Lanka, fought against King Ravana and defeated him, which
resulted in naming the day Vijaya(victory) Dashami.

In the Mahabharata, Vijayadashami also marks the day the Pandava warrior Arjuna
defeats the Kauravas after they attack the kingdom of Virata.These events in the Puranas
led to the belief that good always wins against evil, no matter how long it takes. People

tend to forget that when there’s evil, there’s good too.
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Akula Aditya Ram 
 3 BSC BTMC

 Akhila Anagani
 3 BBA B



October 2023
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Behind the Doors Episode-2: The Fatal Twist
The shadows turned out to be a security guard. He smiled weirdly and asked about my arrival.

He realised that I sensed something suspicious by my response, and he said it was from the
dead rat that had been there for seven days. I thanked him for telling me, and I returned to my

floor. Before entering my room, I saw a knife at the opposite door and panicked. I started
running towards my friends to see if they were safe. They came out hearing my screams. Not

just them but a few of my neighbours also came and inquired about what was happening. The
president of the apartment came and saw what happened. No one knew what had happened
there, but when the security guard arrived, he replied that I was there when the incident had
occurred. I was shocked since it was the security that had told me that there was a dead rat

that was emitting a smell. I said it to the president, but the security laughed at me and told me
there was no dead rat and that the apartment is cleaned every other day. The president went

to the basement to check and confirmed that there was no dead rat and no smell of rotten
flesh. I was suspicious of the security but couldn't tell anyone because there was no proof to

prove his lie. My friends called the police to prove my innocence. When the police arrived and
asked the neighbours about the issue, there was a scream on the second floor. We all quickly
rushed in and saw a woman stabbed by a knife. When the police tried to get the killer's name

out of her, she slowly started pointing her finger at me...
To be continued.

G20 Summit 2023
Till now, there have been 17 G20 summits and this year, G20 was conducted in India for the first time,

but what is the G20 summit?

What is G20?
The G20 (Group of Twenty) is a coalition of twenty major economies. This assembly was established in
1999 after the Asian financial crisis, with the primary objective of fostering dialogue and cooperation

among its members. The G20 comprises a mix of both developed and developing nations.
Let us know about the G20 summit 2023.

G20 summit 2023
India assumed the presidency of the G20 on December 1, 2023, following the previous summit held in
Bali, Indonesia. As the host country, India welcomed delegates from 20 nations who participated in the
G20 meeting scheduled on September 9 and 10, 2023, at Pragati Maidan. This summit is a significant

event that brought together leaders from major economies to discuss pressing global issues.
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 Naga Varshini 
 1 BA 
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Dhiya Babu
Alumna

Brain Crush

1."Don't count your chickens before they hatch" 
 This means not to make plans or assumptions based on something that
hasn't happened yet, as it may not come to fruition.
2."A penny for your thoughts"
This is a way of asking someone what they are thinking or feeling, often
when they appear lost in thought.
3."Don't put all your eggs in one basket"
This idiom advises against relying too heavily on one single plan or
option, as it can be risky if that option fails.
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Know the Ropes 
Learn the Ropes 

1.WHITE
2.STARS
3.GLORY
4.HEMP
5.ROSS
6.BRITAIN 
7.JULY
8.STRIPES
9.PLEDGE
10.STAR
11.GOD
12.RED 
13.BLUE 

MR./MS.MR./MS.
BRAINYBRAINYseptember edition



As the breezy winds carry the scent of fallen leaves and golden hues, decorate the trees,
autumn paints a picturesque scene unlike any other season. In this essay, we will embark
on a delightful journey through the world of pumpkins, exploring their historical, cultural,
and even educational significance during the glorious autumn season. When we think of
autumn, pumpkins are undoubtedly one of the first images that come to mind. Their
colours range from deep orange to pale yellow and green, adding a touch of warmth and
nostalgia to the autumn landscape. Pumpkins have been revered and celebrated in various
cultures throughout history. One of the most well-known traditions is carving pumpkins
into jack-o'-lanterns during Halloween. This practice originated from the ancient Celtic
festival of Samhain, where people used to carve turnips and, later, pumpkins to ward off
evil spirits. Beyond their cultural significance, pumpkins offer a variety of educational
opportunities, particularly for children. From a young age, kids can learn about the life
cycle of a pumpkin, from seed to sprout, vine to fruit. Autumns and pumpkins go hand in
hand, carrying a wealth of historical, cultural, and educational significance. From their
symbolic representation of abundance and harvest to their involvement in beloved
traditions like Halloween and Thanksgiving, pumpkins hold a special place in our collective
consciousness.

"Imperfect"
Sometimes I feel it is me

Who is being held in chains of slavery.
 I feel it is me

Who is lacking courage and bravery
I see people on ground without dimensions

Unlike me caught in the floodlight of dreams and arifions
I had what they didn't.

They did what I couldn't.
This time I have seen back

I have seen people
Which I am better than.

All this time I have caught
In the clutches of my own thought

Until I had realized that
Everyone down here has a defect

Which makes the world always imperfect.

Ritish  3 BBA B
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A Journey of Exploration & Learning
The October Odyssey: 

Ruthvik Rao 
BA 2
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Snap Shot 

Sree Chandana
 3 BBA B

Sandeepthi Kulkarni
 3 BSC BTMC

Artist’s Finest 

Sunita Patra
 1 BSC MPCS

Shreya Jayakumar
 3 BBA B

Shriya Sajeesh
 3 BBA B



Dear Readers, this month I bring you one of the greatest sons of India, who emphasized
achieving world peace and harmony and causing no harm to the living or non-living. 

This has always been the core philosophy of India throughout its long history.
VARDHAMANA MAHAVIRA (599–527 B.C.)Vardhamana Mahavira is regarded as the last
of the 24 Tirthankaras (prophets). His original name was Vardhamana, the younger son of
Sidharatha, chief of a clan named Jnatrikas. His mother was a princess of the Lichchhavi
clan of Viashavali. At the time of his birth, the astrologers forecast that the child would
either be a great king or a great saint. Vardhamana spent his early days in great luxury
and married a beautiful princess named Yashodhara. He was blessed with a daughter.
However, he came under the influence of the teachings of Parsvanath, who was the 23rd
Tirthankara and is regarded as the founder of Jainism. Under his influence, he left home
with the permission of his brother and took up a life of renunciation. He led a life of self-
mortification and meditation for the next 12 years. At the age of 43, he attained
knowledge and came to be known as Jaina Mahavira (the conqueror). Later, his followers
came to be known as Jains. The estimated population of Jains in India is around 4.5
million, or 0.4. Mahavira directed his followers to completely discard clothes, one of the
fifth and last principles of Jainism. He did not believe in God and rejected the idea that
the world was created by God and he controlled it. He stated that the universe is
composed of matter and that it never comes to an end. The matter only changes form.
He also stated that man is the maker of his own destiny and does not depend on the
mercy of outside forces. He gave importance to Ahimsa, and all beings, animate and
inanimate, have various degrees of consciousness. Mahavira believed in the soul, karma,
and the principles of salvation, or Nirvana. Finally, he favored the liberation of women
and accepted their right to attain nirvana. Mahavira was not interested in establishing
any new religion or faith but was merely interested in reforming the existing religion. It is
a moral code rather than a religion. Today, it is a religion with two sects: ”Swethambaras,
“who wear white clothes, and “Digambaras,” who remain naked. Jainism’s contribution
in the fields of art, literature, philosophy, and culture is immense and has had a deep
impact and influence on India.

Ms. Thane 
 HoD., POL. SCI. 

SOUL WHISPER OF THE MONTH

‘Let your hands be so busy catching
blessings that you don’t have the
capacity to hold on to grudges’.
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Vardhamana Mahavira 



Hey guys!!! I am here to end this series of book reviews with the last book of the PJo

series. This book is set approximately a year after The Battle of the Labyrinth. At the

beginning of the book, we see Percy enjoying summer break with his family like a normal

(at least as normal as a demigod can be) boy usually does when he is summoned to join

the camp. Before joining the camp, he and his fellow camper Beckendorf decide to scout

Princess Andromeda, the ship of Luke Castellan, where Beckendorf sacrifices his life to

save Percy. After this, Percy goes to the camp to learn about the Great Prophecy. There,

Percy meets Nico diAngelo, a fellow son of the Big Three, who suggests how to win a

fight against Luke Castellan. He follows Nico’s suggestion and must be in Manhattan,

where Luke’s monster army has assembled to fight against CHB and the gods. The gods

are already stuck in a fight against Typhon (the father of all monsters), but Athena makes

sure to send messages to our heroes through Hermes. Percy is reminded by Hestia (the

goddess of the hearth, family, fire, and home) to always remember her since she is the

Last Olympian. Even if Olympus is empty, she always remains behind to guard it. The

book revolves around how Percy pays his respects to all the gods and wins his fight

against Luke and Kronos.This book introduces us to Hestia and Demeter (the goddesses

of agriculture, fertility, harvest, sacred law, the earth, seasons, nourishment, and food),

both shown as motherly figures and quite powerful goddesses. The book is riveting and

keeps us on the edge of our seats until the very end. Though the last in the series, the

book ends with the proclamation of the Second Greatest Prophecy, indirectly promising

us that the trio would be back to entertain us with another great adventure.

PS: This journey is paused but far from over. I am signing off for a while, but I’ll be back

with more books from the world of Percy Jackson.
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Gayatri Ramanam 
 3 BBA B 

Reader’s Perspective 
Book: Percy Jackson and the Titan’s Curse 

Favourite movies to binge  
this October odyssey Student pov
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A big thanks and goodbye 
to the 

ALUMNI OF INSIGHT’S core team 

Ashritha
1 BA Psy

Shreya 
3 BBA B

K Sree Chandana
3 BBA B

Sandeepthi Kulkarni
3 BTMC

Karthik
2 BTMC

Ritish
3 BBA B

Keerthika
3 BBA B

K Christopher 
1 B.COM CA

Sri Vidhya D Sai Yasaswi G Madhav Dhiya Babu Aditi Singh Swati Kumari Saraswathi
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Content Curator
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Chief Content Editor
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Associate Content Editor
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Outreach Specialist 
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Copy Desk Lead Hannah Angelina- BA 3
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Proof Reader
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Design Team Lead

Roshan-BCOM 3
Layout Artist Associate Design Team Lead
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Mark Your Calendars

1 October - Coffee and Music Day 

2 October - Gandhi Jayanti

4 October - International Non - Violent Day

8 October - Air Force Day 

15 October - World Student’s Day 

16 October - World Food Day 

16-22 October - College trip 

23 October - Mahanavami 

24 October - Vijaya Dasami 

31 October - Halloween day


